
PEOPLE AND POLITICS
IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Edited by Michael Curtis
A unique intellectual confrontation among
Arab, Israeli and Western viewpoints, these
original essays include statements of eminent
contemporary scholars on the Arab-Israeli
conflict, its background, and the prognosis for
peace. It clarifies major issues at stake for all
parties, and undertakes a comprehensive eval-
uation of the political, economic and demo-
graphic sources of the claims made by all the
major combatants. Transcending rhetoric, the
volume represents an important first step to-
ward outlining how hostilities can be resolved
without provoking a major war involving the
Big Powers. Contributors include Don Peretz,
Hugh Smythe, Jon Kimche, Shlomo Avineri,
Fred Khouri, Abdul Said, Amos Perl mutter
and others.
335 pages.
Cloth $8.95 (ISBN 550003)
Paper $3.95 (ISBN 555005) .*• #
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POLITICAL
INSTITUTIONS
AND PROCESSES
IN ISRAEL
Edited by Moshe Lissak and
Emanuel Gutmann

• The foundations of Israeli soci-
ety were laid long before the es-
tablishment of the state of
Israel in 1948. Many of its
present day characteristics had
their beginnings in the Yishuv.
the Jewish population in Pales-
tine. The national leadership
which grew in the Yishuv dur-
ing the period of British rule led
the struggle for independence
and is still in office. Beginning
with a study of the Yishuv the
editors present the best of re-
cent interpretive writings on
some of the more elusive inter-
nal elements of Israeli politics.
350 pages.

Cloth $15.00 (ISBN 550917)
Paper $4.95 (ISBN 555838)

ISRAEL: SOCIAL
STRUCTURE
AND CHANGE
Edited by Michael Curtis and
Mordecai S. Chertoff
The fullest and most up-to-date
book on social and political
change in this fascinating
country, this volume deals with
urban and institutional devel-
opment, the role and the place
of the kibbutz today, economic
development, income distribu-
tion, labor relations, ethnic re-
lationships and problems, the
role of women, changes in edu-
cation, population problems
and Arab-Jewish relationships
in Israel. These original essays
by prominent writers are
packed with incisive analysis in
jargon-free language.
460 pages.
Cloth $15.00 (ISBN 550801)
Paper $4.95 (ISBN 555757)

EGYPT: The Praetorian State
By Amos Perlmutter
The regime brought to power
by Nasser is a praetorian sys-
tem, in which the army is the
ruling class and the principal
reservoir for political leader-
ship. Perlmutter combines ex-
tensive scholarship and knowl-
edge of Egyptian politics with
social science concepts; the re-
sult is a comprehensive study of
the Nasserite phenomenon.
"No one writing on Egyptian
politics has exploited social
science so comprehensive-
ly original in its ideas, ar-
gument and approach . . . a
very important study"—
Samuel P. Huntington.
275 pages (approx.).
Cloth $9.95 (ISBN 550852)
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These essays have substantially changed
the study of Middle East and Arab poli-
tics in the last two decades. According to
Dawn, a common, crucial theme in the
works of Arab intellectuals is the Chris-
tian West's usurpation of the power and
glory originally possessed by the Moslem
East. Beginning in the 19th century, the
ideology of Ottomanism, and subse-
quently that of Arabism, arose in defense
of the injured self-view forced upon the
Ottomans by a series of European mili-
tary victories. Ironically, the belief that
Westernization was the key to victory
over the West gave birth to the phe-
nomena of nationalism and patriotism
which today characterize the Arab na-
tions. "A valuable and indispensable
source of historical analysis for this
period. Highly recommended." — Li-
brary Journal. 206 pages. $8.95
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ENGLISH TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM

CONSONANTS

Column Htadmgt: A = Arabic, P =• Persian, OT = Ottoman Turkish, MT = Modern Turkiah
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ARABIC AND PERSIAN
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For Ottoman Turkish, authon may either transliterate or use the modern Turkish orthography.
Articles submitted in French and German may be transliterated according to the systems """""MMI

in those languages.
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